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Effects of doping on the magnetic anisotropy energy in SmCo5ÀxFex and YCo5ÀxFex
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~Received 23 May 2003; revised manuscript received 18 November 2003; published 5 April 2004!

SmCo5 is a technologically important material, having one of the largest magnetic anisotropy energies
~MAE! of any hard magnet system. Common dopants include Fe and Cu, which produce grain boundaries that
align individual grains, but also unintentionally dope the material within the grains. We have studied the
magnetic properties of SmCo52xFex and YCo52xFex using density-functional theory calculations where the Sm
4 f bands are treated within the LDA1U formalism~LDA—local-density approximation!. Both supercell and
virtual-crystal approximation calculations were performed for a series of Fe dopings. A strongly nonmonotonic
behavior was found in the MAE for both series of compounds. The MAE of SmCo52xFex with ;3 –4 %
doping and of YCo52xFex with ;6 –7 % doping increase by about 1 meV/f.u. before falling rapidly with
larger Fe dopings. In both these cases, the results can be related to the position of the Fermi level with respect
to the Co 3d minority peak in the density of states.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.134408 PACS number~s!: 75.30.Gw, 75.20.Hr, 71.20.2b, 61.72.Ww
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The magnetic properties of the permanent magnet in
metallic compounds RECo5 ~RE 5 rare earth! ~specifically
YCo5 and SmCo5) remain of high interest both
experimentally1,2 and theoretically.3–12 The interest in these
materials is fueled by their large magnetic anisotropy ene
~MAE!, which is defined as the difference between t
ground-state energies due to rotation of the magnetic fi
~magnetization direction!. While the main source of the larg
MAE in SmCo5 and other Sm-Co magnets is the large ma
netic single-site anisotropy of the Sm 4f shell,9,12–15the ef-
fects of the Co 3d states are an integral feature of this lar
anisotropy.

Sm-Co materials are important for hard magnet appli
tions, thanks to their large coercivities, which depend
both the microscopic characteristics, such as the MAE
saturation magnetization, and on the microstructure of
actual material.16 A common way to improve the microstruc
tural properties is doping with 5–20 % Cu or Fe. Such do
ing leads to the formation of different phases at the gr
boundaries, better alignment of the individual grains, a
enhanced coercivity and remanence.17 However, these dop
ants also diffuse in the bulk of the individual grains a
affect the magnetic moments and MAE. In this paper we w
study such effects on SmCo5 doped with Fe using first-
principles density-functional calculations.~Cu is nonmag-
netic and will reduce the magnetic properties, so it will n
be studied.!

The MAE of SmCo5 comes from two main sources, th
anisotropy of the localized Sm 4f shell11,12 and a smaller
contribution from the anisotropy of the itinerant Co 3d
electrons.11 The former contribution to the MAE arises from
the interplay of the spin-orbit interaction within the Sm 4f
shell with the crystal field on the Sm site. It is conceivab
that adding Fe could change the crystal field, although
fact that Fe and Co are close neighbors makes this unlik
To understand the effect of Fe doping on the MAE, it
instructive to compare SmCo52xFex with YCo52xFex which
has nof electrons but does have a very similar structure
the Co 3d electrons. Indeed, one can show that the densit
0163-1829/2004/69~13!/134408~7!/$22.50 69 1344
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states~DOS! near the Fermi level is quite similar in bot
compounds, and that the relatively high MAE of the Co 3d
electrons is related to a particular peak in the DOS at
Fermi level present in both compounds.12 As discussed be-
low, the effect of the Fe doping on the MAE is qualitative
the same in SmCo52xFex and YCo52xFex and is directly
related to the Fermi-level shift due to the hole doping as
ciated with Fe impurities.

We have performed a series of density-functional the
~DFT! calculations to study the MAE of the SmCo52xFex
and YCo52xFex systems. SmCo52xFex and YCo52xFex are
stable under normal preparation conditions only forx&1
21.5.18 However, all range of Fe replacements, up to 100
can be studied within our calculations. A measurement of
MAE in YCo52xFex found an increase of*0.5 meV/f.u.
around x&10%, although only four data points wer
examined.19,20 We find that the MAE increases sharply b
;1 meV/f.u. in YCo52xFex with x;6 –7 % and for
SmCo52xFex with x;3 –4 %. Since this is seen in both
and Sm compounds, this initial increase cannot be due to
Sm 4f -shell interacting with the changed crystalline enviro
ment, but is due to the MAE coming from the Co sublatti
and changes in the position of the Fermi level. The MA
decreases rapidly with larger Fe concentrations. Howe
the dependence of the MAE on Fe concentration for the
systems are not simply related by a constant shift, indica
the increasingly important effect of Fe doping on the Sm-s
crystal field. In this paper we present a systematic analysi
the effects of Fe doping on the MAE of these compoun
using DFT calculations, as described below.

In our electronic structure calculations we have used
self-consistent, full-potential, relativistic, linearized au
mented plane-wave~FLAPW! method.21 The generalized
gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerho22

was used for the correlation and exchange potentials. Ca
lations were performed using theWIEN2K package.23 A well
converged basis consisting of'3000 LAPW basis functions
was used with the Y and Sm sphere radii set to 2.115 a.u.
the Co sphere radii set to 2.015 a.u.. The results varied o
©2004 The American Physical Society08-1
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within a few percent for reasonable choices of atomic ra
~2.0–3.0 a.u.!. Local-orbital extensions24 were included in
order to accurately treat the upper core states and to r
any residual linearization errors. The plane-wave cutoff
rametersRKmax andGmax were chosen as 9 and 14, respe
tively. Further increase of the cutoff parameters in YC5
~Ref. 11! did not to change the results in an appreciable w
Spin-orbit~SO! interaction was incorporated using a secon
variational procedure,25 where all states below the cutoff en
ergy 1.5 Ry were included. This code includes the so-ca
p1/2 extension,21,26 which accounts for the finite character
the wave function at the nucleus for thep1/2 state that canno
be adequately represented as a linear combination of a fi
number of solutions of the radial Schro¨dinger equation with
l 51.

Some previous calculations for the MAE of transitio
metals used the orbital polarization corrections~OPC! to im-
prove agreement with experiment.27 However, it is unclear
how, if it is even possible, to include OPC together w
LDA1U ~LDA—local-density approximation!. We chose to
use LDA1U corrections instead for the following reason
First, we believe that the physical justification for th
LDA1U method is much stronger than for the OPC. Seco
and more important, LDA1U corrects the positions of thef
bands, while the OPC does not. LDA1U corrections were
included for the Sm 4f shell using the fully localized pre
scription for the double-counting subtraction.28 The earlier
version of LDA1U included in theWIEN2K package23 added
the Hubbard correctionbeforesolving the second-variationa
spin-orbit equations, while the most recent version a
these termssimultaneously. The earlier prescription gave re
sults dependent on such internal parameters as the size o
muffin-tin spheres and cutoff energies, but the latter presc
tion showed no dependence of these parameters within a
sonable range of values. The values ofU andJ used were 5
eV and 0.8 eV, respectively. The spin moment for Sm
4.70mB and per Co is 1.58mB . The orbital moment of Sm,
22.8mB , is antiparallel to its spin moment, while the orbit
moment of Co,;0.1mB /atom, is parallel to the Co spin
moment. As will be shown later, the Sm 4f orbitals lie far
from the Fermi level, and the value of the Sm spin and
bital moments remain unchanged with Fe doping. Theref
the Sm 4f orbitals do not play a role in thechangeof the
MAE with Fe doping on the Co sites, so remaining details
the LDA1U effects on Sm can be found in our previo
paper.12 Interestingly, including both spin-orbit and LDA1U
corrections appear essential not only for the orbital magn
zation but also for the spin magnetization. While nonrelat
istic LDA1U calculations or relativistic open-core calcul
tions converge to a ferrimagnetic arrangement of s
moments ~the mechanism of this phenomenon was d
scribed, for instance, by Brookset al.29!, simultaneous inclu-
sion of both effects renders this solution unstable, and
ground state is characterized by parallel alignment of the
and Sm spin moments, improving the agreement with exp
ment ~total magnetization of 9.9mB compared to the experi
mental value of 8.9mB).30,31

This ferromagnetic configuration of the Sm and Co sp
differs from the ferrimagnetic configuration seen in relat
13440
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rare-earth compounds~but not directly measured in SmCo5)
~Ref. 32! as well as from calculations of YCo5 ~Refs. 11 and
12! where the Y and Co moments are antiparallel. This m
indicate a problem in the LDA1U formalism itself, or it may
be that the moments in SmCo5 are indeed parallel, differing
from the generally accepted view for similar compounds32

We find good agreement with the MAE and total moment
SmCo5, which provides indirect evidence for the latte
choice. This is particularly true of the total moment, since
MAE is mainly determined by the filling of the Co 3d band
and the crystal field at the Sm site, neither of which is mu
affected by the direction of the magnetization on Sm. N
that mutual orientation of Sm and Co moments depends
the energy balance of several factors, such as Sm 4d–Co 3d
hybridization, filling of the Co bands, and direct Sm 4f –Co
3d hybridization.33 In any event, this suggests the need f
further experimental and theoretical studies of this mater

The crystal structure of SmCo5 and YCo5 is that of
CaCu5 , P6/mmm. The experimental values ofa and c/a
used in the calculation are 9.452 a.u. and 0.792 a.u.
SmCo5 and 9.313 a.u. and 0.806 for YCo5.34 The Co sites
are separated into two sets of inequivalent atoms, Co~2c!
having twofold multiplicity and Co(3g) having threefold
multiplicity ~Fig. 1!. Including spin-orbit coupling into the
calculation lowers the symmetry, when the field lies alo
the plane, toPmmm, separating the three atoms correspon
ing to Co(3g) into two inequivalent sites that have mult
plicities of 2 and 1, respectively~without changing the unit-
cell volume!. In the following we will refer to these sites a
Co2(3g) and Co1(3g) ~Fig. 1!. To eliminate any systematic
errors11 we performed the calculation for both magnetizati
directions using the same, highestcommonsymmetry group,
Pmmm.34

An important consideration is the number ofk points nec-
essary to properly converge the MAE. Some calculations
YCo5

4 could not find convergence even with several tho
sandk points in the irreducible Brillouin zone. Other calcu
lations of the MAE in YCo5

7,10 found that the MAE changed
by only about 0.1 meV/f.u. when going from;60 to
;15 000 k points in the irreducible Brillouin zone. More
variation was found when orbital polarization correctio

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of SmCo5. Sm~or Y! lies in the middle
of the hexagonal Co~2c! layers, while the Co(3g) lattice forms a
Kagome lattice in theXY plane.
8-2
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EFFECTS OF DOPING ON THE MAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 134408 ~2004!
were included,7,10 which has not been considered in this p
per. We found earlier11 that our values for MAE are reason
ably converged with an 83838 mesh, corresponding to 60
k points in the full Brillouin zone. Stepping up to a 10310
311 mesh ~1200 k points! changed the MAE by only
;0.1 meV/f.u. The following factors have possibly contri
uted to a rapid convergence, although we did not investig
the relative importance of these factors. First, using the B
echl modified tetrahedron scheme had already b
observed7 to give a substantial improvement over the sta
dard tetrahedron method.4 Second, as we pointed out in ou
previous paper,11 calculations of the MAE in the full-
symmetry unit cell converges very slowly while convergen
is much faster when the same low symmetry is used for b
magnetization directions. Finally, it is possible that using f
self-consistent calculations, as opposed to the force theo
may provide a better convergence, although we have
tested this assumption.

Within the chosen symmetry, one can perform super
calculations in Y~or Sm!Co52xFex for integer values ofx.
There are two possible configurations of Fe and Co atoms
x52 andx53 within this symmetry@with Co or Fe in either
the Co~2c! or Co2(3g) site#, both configurations giving simi-
lar, albeit not identical, results for the MAE and magne
moments. For small dopings (x,1) one can use the virtual
crystal approximation, where a virtual atom withZ5272x
is placed at the Co1(3g) site. This is not only convenien
computationally, but also is consistent with experimen
evidence31,35,36 that Fe impurities prefer the Co~3g! sites,
which are slightly bigger~the atomic radius of Fe is large
than that of Co!, and consistent with total-energy calcul
tions within DFT.10 We performed structural relaxation of th
volumes andc/a ratios ~the internal parameters are set
symmetry! for several different configurations of YCo52xFex
and SmCo52xFex . In pure YCo5 and SmCo5 the calculated
volume andc/a ratio practically coincide with the experi
mental values listed above. For the Fe doped compounds
calculatedc/a ratio interestingly remains the same as in t
pure compounds, within the accuracy of the calculatio
while the volume increases very little, a maximum of up
4% for large Fe concentrations. While we used the optimi
crystal structure for calculating the MAE, the differenc
from the undoped structures are so insignificant that the
culation can be performed as well in the same structure
all compositions.

Our results for the total magnetic moment are shown
Fig. 2, together with the previous calculation.10 We find, as
expected, a monotonic increase of magnetization with
concentration up tox54, but a small reduction for YFe5
compared to YCoFe4. Similar dependence is found i
SmCo52xFex . Interestingly, the previous attempt to inves
gate the effect of Fe on the magnetic moment
YCo52xFex

10 found a local minimum atx53. Steinbeck
et al.10 used a full-potential linear combination of atomic o
bitals ~LCAO! method, as opposed to the full-potenti
LAPW method that we have employed. The ways of treat
the nonspherical corrections in these two methods are
different. We verified, however, that the difference is not d
to the nonspherical part by performing a linearized muffi
13440
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tin orbital calculation within the atomic sphere approxim
tion ~LMTO-ASA! using theSTUTTGART-4.7package37 ~Fig.
2!, which agrees very well with the LAPW results. The o
gin of the disagreement with the LCAO calculation,10 there-
fore, remains unclear.

The downturn in the moments seen in both YCo52xFex
and SmCo52xFex betweenx54 and x55 seems strange
because Fe is, generally speaking, a more magnetic ele
than Co. This result is similar to that seen in Fe-Co allo
~the so-called Slater-Pauling curve38!, which was explained
by the variation of the density of states in the rigid-ba
model. However, the Slater-Pauling curve is not directly a
plicable to YCo52xFex and SmCo52xFex . Indeed, the crysta
structure of the Co sublattice in YCo5 is very different from
that of the elemental Co and Fe, and so is the density
states. However, the general idea that the downturn is
due to a change in the Stoner parameter, but rather to
structure of the DOS, does apply to our systems. To illustr
this quantitatively, we use the so-called extended Sto
model,39 which can be viewed as a special case of And
sen’s force theorem.40 The latter states the total-energy di
ference resulting from a change in the external potentia
given, to second order in the charge perturbation, by
difference in the sum of the one-electron energies as lon
the energy density isnot recalculated self-consistently.40 If
the external potential change is just an external magn
field, this theorem calls for a rigid splitting of the spin-up th
spin-down states. This results in a loss of the one-elec
energy equal to

1

2E0

m mdm

Ñ~m!
, ~1!

wherem is the induced magnetization andÑ(m) is the ap-
propriately averaged DOS.39 This energy loss is offset by th
magnetic ~Hund’s rule! energy, usually quantified a
2m2I /4, where I is the atomiclike Stoner parameter. Th
parameterI is an atomic characteristic, very weakly depe

FIG. 2. Total magnetic moments per unit cell calculated
different Fe concentrationsx in SmCo52xFex and YCo52xFex using
LAPW. Our LMTO results and the previous LCAO result~Ref. 10!
for YCo52xFex are also given.
8-3
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dent on the crystallographic environment. The total-ene
difference between the magnetic and nonmagnetic stat
therefore, expressed as

DE~m!5
1

2E0

m mdm

Ñ~m!
2

I m2

4
. ~2!

Stable or metastable magnetic configurations are found w
IÑ(m)51 anddÑ(m)/dm,0. We show the dependence
Ñ(m) on m for three representative Fe concentrations in F
3. For YCo52xFex the composite Stoner factor is defined
I 5(52x)I Co(NCo/N)21xIFe(NFe/N)2, where N and
NFe(Co) denote the total and the partial densities of state
the Fermi level. The composition of the bands at the Fe
level may, in principle, change with the concentration and
may the composite Stoner factor. One can make a plaus
assumption that the loss of the magnetization at high Fe c
centrations is due to a decrease in the StonerI. However, Fig.
3 shows that practically the sameI is needed for all three
concentrations to reproduce the self-consistent magne
tions within the extended Stoner theory. The nonmonoto
dependence of the equilibrium magnetization, therefore,
result of the systematic change in the DOS upon Fe dop

We shall now turn to the effect of doping on the MAE
Almost no experimental information exists on this importa
subject. Limited data exists for YCo52xFex with x'0, 0.5,
0.8, and 1.4,19 and none, to the best of our knowledge, f
SmCo52xFex . Similarly, first-principles calculations hav
been reported10 for YCo52xFex with x50, 2, 3, and 5, and
none for SmCo52xFex . Franseet al.19 observed that the
MAE increased fromx50 to x'0.5 and then decreased fo
largerx. On the other hand, Steinbecket al.10 studied larger
doping levels where their calculations found the MAE d
creased to zero for YCo3Fe2, with a small increase upon
adding another Fe, and an ultimate drop to a negative v
in pure YFe5. There is no way of comparing these calcu
tions with experiment, because their first calculated poin
already out of the range of experimental studies. Howe

FIG. 3. Extended Stoner calculations~see text! for YCo5 ,
YCo2Fe3, and YFe5. Effective DOS’s were obtained from th
LMTO-ASA calculations. Crosses show the equilibrium magneti
tions obtained with the same setup. The corresponding values o
StonerI, required to obtain the self-consistent magnetization valu
are 0.85, 0.84, and 0.89 eV, respectively.
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our calculations, which cover both small dopings@using the
virtual-crystal approximation~VCA!# and large dopings~us-
ing supercells!, compare favorably both with the
experiment19 and with the points calculated by Steinbe
et al.10 ~Fig. 4!. We find an initial increase of the MAE with
a maximum atx'0.35, consistent with the experiment,19

and a substantial nonmonotonic drop of the MAE atx.1.
While there is no easy way to gauge the reliability of t
VCA for MAE calculations, our VCA curve connects con
tinuously with the supercell curve~Fig. 4!, suggesting that
this approximation is not too bad here. We will show belo
that the MAE is strongly dependent on the position of t
Fermi level, so that much of the physics involved can
understood within the rigid-band approximation which e
plains this unexpected success of the VCA. As mention
earlier, the two calculated curves for YCo52xFex and
SmCo52xFex are not related by a simple constant shift~Fig.
4!, indicating that the Fe dopants somewhat affect the
crystal field.

Comparing our calculations for the MAE of YCo52xFex
and SmCo52xFex ~Fig. 4!, we see that the behavior is qual
tatively similar, especially at small dopings: an initial in
crease followed by a rapid, but nonmonotonic, decay. Wh
YCo52xFex and SmCo52xFex can only be produced forx
&121.5,18 the change of the easy axis in YCo52xFex from
thec axis to the in-plane direction is consistent with what h
been observed for ThCo5 to ThFe5.19 However, in
SmCo52xFex the large MAE associated with the Sm 4f elec-
trons prevents the change of sign of the total MAE. We co
clude that these qualitative features are likely to be ass
ated with the Co 3d electrons.

To gain more insight in this, we turn again to the for
theorem.40 This theorem cannot be directly applied
SmCo52xFex since the spin-orbit interaction forces the S
4 f shell to rotate with magnetic field, and the resultin
change in~spin! density is not small. However, one can a
ply this theorem to YCo52xFex by comparing the total ener

-
he
s,

FIG. 4. Calculated MAE in YCo52xFex and SmCo52xFex as a
function of x using LAPW. The maximum MAE is obtained forx
;0.35 for YCo52xFex and ;0.15 for SmCo52xFex . The experi-
mental values~Ref. 19! and previous LCAO results~with orbital
polarization correction! ~Ref. 10! for the MAE in YCo52xFex are
also given.
8-4
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EFFECTS OF DOPING ON THE MAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 134408 ~2004!
gies calculated for the same charge and spin-density di
bution, but with different directions of the external field, i.e

EMAE'S i
occe i

X2S i
occe i

Z5E
E,EF

@NX~E!2NZ~E!#EdE,

~3!

where the indicesX andZ show the direction of the field. We
checked that the difference between the Fermi energies in
two calculations is insignificant. In Fig. 5 we show the la
integral as a function of the upper integration limit. Also no
that the largest difference betweenNX(E) and NZ(E) ap-
pears aroundE'21.5 eV, but this difference is integrate
out and does not manifest itself in the MAE. The majority
the nonzero component of integral~3! is collected in the
vicinity of the Fermi level, where small changes in the pe
in the DOS@which has mostly Co~2c! 3d character# result in
sizable changes in the MAE.@Polarized neutron studies hav
shown that the large anisotropy in RECo5 compounds arises

FIG. 6. Calculated DOS of YCo5 for theZ andX field directions
along with the running value of the MAE calculated by the for
theorem, blown up to emphasize the region near the Fermi lev

FIG. 5. The calculated DOS’s of YCo5 for the magnetic field
along X and Z field directions are nearly indistinguishable on th
scale, shown here along with the running value of the MAE cal
lated by the force theorem. Note the contribution coming from
peak close to the Fermi level.
13440
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from the Co~2c! site,41,42which has been confirmed by poin
charge calculations.43!# This mechanism is most effectiv
when the Fermi level is situated right at the top of t
X-magnetization direction peak, so thatNX(E)2NZ(E) is
positive below and negative above the Fermi level. In p
YCo5 this maximum in the DOS is slightly below the Ferm
level ~Fig. 6!. The main effect of a small Fe doping is shif
ing the Fermi level down. Indeed, we find the Fermi lev
crosses the maximum of theX-magnetization direction DOS
at x;0.320.4, and this is precisely where we find the ma
mum of MAE ~Fig. 6!. A similar plot for SmCo5 ~Fig. 7!
shows the corresponding Co~2c! 3d-derived peak lies even
closer to the Fermi level. Again, doping with Fe shifts t
Fermi level to the maximum of theX-magnetization direc-
tion DOS peak, but now it happens at smaller Fe concen
tions, again in agreement with the direct calculations
MAE.

To conclude, we have performed first-principles calcu
tions of the magnetic properties of YCo52xFex and
SmCo52xFex using a highly accurate LAPW code includin
the LDA1U corrections. The MAE shows a strongly non
monotonic behavior for small values of doping with a sha
peak followed by a rapid decrease. The calculated MAE
creased from 1.4 meV/f.u. in YCo5 to 2.5 meV/f.u. for
YCo4.65Fe0.35 and from 21.6 meV/f.u. for SmCo5 to 22.5
meV/f.u. for SmCo4.85Fe0.15. In both of these cases, th
maximum value in the MAE corresponds to concentratio
where the Fermi level moves to the top of the Co~2c! 3d
X-magnetization direction peak in the DOS. The change
the MAE agrees well with the limited experiment
evidence,19 though more detailed experiments are need
Our calculations suggest that such a behavior of MAE
generic for all RECo52xFex compounds, and not just fo
YCo52xFex and SmCo52xFex .

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Resea
and DARPA Grant No. 63-8250-02. We are grateful to
Gabay and G. Hadjipanais for useful discussions..

FIG. 7. Calculated total DOS of SmCo5 for the two field direc-
tions. While the force theorem cannot be applied in this case,
peak lies closer to the Fermi level. The similarity to the DOS
YCo5 ~Fig. 6! suggests that the calculated increase in the MAE
also related to the peak below the Fermi level.
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